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Clinical trials are crucial to modern healthcare industries, and information technologies have been employed to improve the quality of data collected in trials and reduce the overall cost of data processing. While developing software for clinical trials, one needs to take into account the similar patterns shared by all clinical trial software. Such patterns exist because of the unique properties of clinical trials and the rigorous regulations imposed by the government for the reasons of subject safety. Among the existing software development methodologies, none, unfortunately, was built specifically upon these properties and patterns and therefore works sufficiently well. In this paper, the process of clinical trials is reviewed, and the unique properties of clinical trial system development are explained thoroughly. Based on the properties, a new software development methodology is then proposed specifically for developing electronic clinical trial systems. A case study shows that, by adopting the proposed methodology, high-quality software products can be delivered on schedule within budget. With such high-quality software, data collection, management, and analysis can be more efficient, accurate, and inexpensive, which in turn will improve the overall quality of clinical trials.

1. Introduction

Clinical trials (CTs) are measures to evaluate the safety and efficacy of a medical device or drug. CTs are crucial to modern healthcare industry and usually take substantial resources and time to complete with four major parties involved: the sponsor, the government agency, the participating hospitals (or sites), and the patients (or subjects) [1]. The clinical trial is usually supported financially by a sponsor that may be a pharmaceutical company, a medical device company, or even a government agency. Sponsors also define the scopes, procedures, protocols, and goal of their CTs. The definition of “protocol” in clinical trials is very different from the one commonly used in the computer engineering (please refer to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for more information [2]). Data are collected on sites from subjects and recorded on well-defined forms, that is, case report forms (CRFs), to guarantee the quality of the collected data. For the safety of subjects, CTs should always follow predefined protocols and government regulations.

Today, almost all fields, including the healthcare industry, are benefited by high-speed computers and information technologies [3, 4]. High-speed internet accessibility is one of the prime examples. For computerizing CTs, several concepts were introduced over the past decade, including electronic health record (eHR) [5, 6], electronic data capture (eDC), and electronic CRF (eCRF). Although eDC and eCRF are sometimes used interchangeably [7], they can be formally defined as the following:

“eDC: synonymously used with remote data entry; collecting data in (permanent) electronic form by systems... with or without a human interface...”

“eCRF: data may be recorded either from source documents or the eCRF may be used as the primary source document...” [8].

More precisely, eCRFs are considered the replacement for paper-based CRFs while eDCs focus on two things: (1) data are captured remotely and (2) the whole lifecycle of data is always in electronic forms. It means that each site must have an eHR system to build eDC [9–13]. Unfortunately, study shows that only a small portion of the trial data (less than 40%) is available in hospitals’ eHR [14]. Other tasks
such as CT management, workflow control, and embedding controlled terminologies, standards and regulations (UMLS, SNOMED, CDISC, HL7, and 21 CFR Part 11) into software for CTS are also investigated [4, 15–22].

In this paper, a “Clinical Trial System” (CTS) is defined as a software system to handle trial data; therefore, a CTS includes data-related software, for example, eDC or eCRF, but excludes the rest, for example, CT management or workflow control. The three core components of a CTS are the data collection module, the data exportation module, and the backend database system. A CTS, eventually, exports data for statistical analysis by statisticians with professional statistics software, which is excluded in the current definition of CTS because it requires expertise completely different from software development. From the software developers’ point of view, the main complexity of developing a CTS comes from the data collection system rather than data analysis system which requires skills from statisticians.

To deliver a quality software product as complicated as a CTS on time within budget, a predefined software development methodology (SDM, or so-called process model) should be followed. However, adopting existing purpose SDMs to develop a CTS requires the development team to disregard some fundamental guidelines of the SDM because all CTS share some unique properties (described in details in the following section).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the CTS/SDMs, the process and properties of CTS and discusses the differences between using generic tools and domain-specific tools to develop CTS and reviews existing SDMs for CTS development. Section 3 describes the proposed SDM in details followed by the case study and discussions in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Development of CTSs

2.1. Background. Modern CTS works not only as a vehicle at front end for collecting data but also as a complete system which can be as complex as any commercial software. To maintain data integrity, a CTS usually applies constraints such as simple value range check and complex cross-form value derivation. For reasons like data auditing, CRFs may also include nonnumerical fields like hand-drawn pictures (e.g., the position of ulcer), photographs (e.g., photographs before/after operations), or texts (e.g., doctor’s comments). In addition, complicated flow branches can be defined in the protocol (e.g., subjects with different conditions/test results may require different flow path to fill additional/different CFRs).

Figure 1 shows an eCRF in the data collection module of a CTS implemented with functional buttons, selection boxes, a picture with hand-drawn marks, and several implemented constraints. With such complexity, most CTSs need to be custom made on a case-by-case basis and demand substantial resources from the sponsors.

Figure 2 shows three commonly used CTS architectures (dashed box indicates the data collection system with databases). Figure 2(a) illustrates an architecture where the trial data are directly retrieved from hospital eHR by performing queries from the CTS front-end module and then saved into the backend databases. CTS front end and backend can be merged into one system as a single server if necessary. This architecture is convenient for CTSs with a small number of sites with fully supported and identical eHR. Since data are not entered manually, this architecture provides the highest level of data integrity while eCRFs can serve as a data viewer. However, engineers need to develop a CTS front-end module for any site with a different eHR, which requires significant resources and cooperation from hospitals. This increases the risk of project failure. In addition, most hospitals do not have extra resources to work with every CT conducted in house.

Figure 2(b) indicates an architecture which requires a CTS user interface (UI) to collect trial data. In most cases, the CTS UI is implemented the same way as the CRFs developed in the protocol to ease the learning curve of the users. Data are manually entered from transcribed data or local eHR on sites. Since data are input manually, data integrity is lower than that in the previous architecture. On the other hand, this architecture has many advantages. For instance, the CTS UI can serve as the data viewer and be used at all sites. Today, most of the CTS UI is developed as a web-based application using a web browser for data input. A data management agency is an organization that facilitates computer hardware and software to maintain customers’ data. Sponsors who do not have computer facilities may use the service provided by data management agency on a contract base. For trials with multiple sites and low eHR accessibility, this is the preferred architecture.

Figure 2(c) shows a CTS architecture similar to the one illustrated in Figure 2(b) with a local front-end database at each site. It, therefore, shares the same advantages/disadvantages discussed previously. In this design, the CTS front end has most of the complexities and is considered a completed CTS where the backend has only limited functionalities like data migration and synchronization. For CTSs without a designated data management agency, this is the preferred architecture because the CTS at a particular site can serve as the data center. Detailed designs of CTS may vary from case to case.

A process model is defined as “a distinct set of activities, actions, tasks, milestones, and work products that are required to engineer high-quality software” [24]. In the past few decades, many SDMs have been proposed such as the waterfall model, the incremental model, the prototyping paradigm, the spiral model, the joint application development, agile methods, and the IBM Rational Unified Process (RUP) [25–33]. Figure 3 shows the “plan spectrum” of SDM where the unplanned/undisciplined hacking occupies the left extreme, while the inch-pebble planning occupies the other end of the spectrum [23]. Based on this model, all SDMs fall between these two extremes. Some SDMs work more effectively than others in some domain, but a panacea does not exist. As a matter of fact, CTS development shares the same patterns and properties (categorized into phases, described in details in the following subsection) which is
Figure 1: Example eCRF for “Assessment of Ulcer Wounds”.

Figure 2: Three commonly used CTS architectures.

Figure 3: The planning spectrum of SDM [23].
more similar to the SDMs on the right-hand side of the spectrum.

2.2. Process and Properties of Clinical Trials. The properties that distinguish clinical trials from other application domains are described with the example (shown in Figure 4) of FDA clearance for class III medical devices in the US market using the activity diagram of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [34, 35]. The pathway consists of three blocks (swimlanes): a government agency (FDA), the sponsor, and participating hospitals. Activities inside these blocks can be grouped into three categories: initial, core, and postactivities.

(1) Initial Activities. The sponsor is responsible for developing the CT protocol. Prior to that, initial activities such as the hypothesis study, feasibility study, risk assessment, and animal study may be required. For CT of a medical device, FDA also suggests that a quality management system be established by the sponsor as soon as possible following FDA regulations [36]. If a study fails to receive positive results from the initial activities, the process will be terminated and therefore a CTS will not be needed. Hence, starting the CTS development too early is not practical.

(2) Core Activities. One important CT property which needs to be considered in CTS development is protocol evolution, also the main activity in this category. Three major versions of CT protocols could be generated: the initial protocol, protocol in the first submitted IDE application, and FDA approved protocol. The core activities start with the CT protocol development. The initial protocol, which can be created by the sponsor without interference from hospitals, is sent to the institutional review boards (IRB) of each hospital for reviewing. CT subject enrollment can officially start only after the IRB approves the protocol plus an approved investigational device exemption (IDE) from the FDA. An IDE application is submitted to the FDA with the CT protocol and at least one hospitals' IRB approval. After reviewing an IDE application, the FDA replies with one of three status: approval (CT is allowed to proceed), conditional approval (CT is allowed to proceed but with conditions), or disapproval (CT is not allowed to proceed). A conditional approval requires the sponsor to answer FDA's questions or even rewrite the entire protocol. Any changes or amendments to the protocol need to be submitted to all hospitals' IRB for reviewing. The modified protocol may contain updated CRFs due to new data specification. The hospitals' IRB may also conditionally approve the study, and then the sponsor needs to provide amendments with explanations or updates. The amendments have to be submitted to the FDA and the IRB of all sites for reviewing. If the sponsor cannot provide meaningful responses to the FDA, the study would most likely be rejected and thus terminated (no need for CTS). If the sponsor fails to provide a satisfactory answer to any of IRB's questions, chances are the sponsor has to drop this hospital from the CT since the IRB will certainly reject the study.

(3) Postactivities. The main focus of postactivities is to apply for premarket approval (PMA). The PMA application should be supported by statistical analysis of the CT data. The first activity in this phase is, therefore, defined as “analyzing trial data” which is obviously irrelevant to CTS development.

This pathway is complicated with certain patterns. Due to the involvement of government agencies, the pathway is different from most processes of software development in other domains such as financial, industrial, or insurance. Based on the discussion above, a CTS has the following unique properties.

**CTSP1.** The development time is extremely short. CTS needs to be ready when IDE is approved and subject enrollment begins, which may be the next day of the IDE approval.

**CTSP2.** Every CT certainly has an approved protocol. Subject enrollment cannot start without a government-approved protocol. The CT protocol is considered the requirement specification of CTS because it contains detailed information about what or how the data will be collected.

**CTSP3.** The protocol is subject to change anytime during the CT. The CT protocol can be changed even when the system is online. The amended protocol is considered a new version of the CTS specification.

**CTSP4.** Not every protocol amendment affects CTS development. Protocol amendments may contain only explanations without extra data to be collected. The CTS development team does not have to react to such amendments.

**CTSP5.** Protocol development may take months to finish. For the safety of the subjects, a protocol will be carefully reviewed by FDA and IRB though the government is required to respond to IDE applications within a time limit but may not necessarily approve the protocol. Hence, it normally takes an extensive amount of time to receive IDE approval.

**CTSP6.** The CTS development team does not participate in protocol reviewing process. Protocols are reviewed by the government agency and hospitals’ IRB, and CTS development engineers have no role in the reviewing process and are therefore excluded.

**CTSP7.** There is no need at all for CTS developers to be colocated with customers. According to CTSP2 and CTSP6, engineers are informed of the nonnegotiable protocol (the CTS requirement specification) passively. In most cases, CTS customers (users at sites) are given a nonnegotiable software system passively. In this sense, there is no need at all to maintain face-to-face or day-to-day communication between developers and customers.

**CTSP8.** There is no “rapid value” of the CTS. The concept of “rapid value” of a software system comes from a situation where customers can profit from a functional subsystem. We can hardly find such cases in CTs where subject data are
Figure 4: The process of FDA clearance to market a Class III medical device.
collected by CTS first and later by paper-based CRF just because the CTS development is not fully developed yet.

**CTSP9.** Every trial is unique. Each CT study has its own hypothesis, procedures, and endpoints. Every CT study has its own unique exit criteria. Data collection and data analysis differ from case to case. For pharmaceutical companies, which host a large amount of CTS development, software modules may possibility be reused, but, in general, it is not practical to construct a universal CT protocol.

**CTSPI0.** There is no working legacy system. Usually a functional system exists to handle current jobs for most software development in other domains. This is not necessarily the case in a clinical trial. For example, the development of a new Class III medical device may not take advantage of any existing function system for other devices. In most cases, an entirely new CTS process needs to be developed for every new CT.

**CTSPI1.** CTS architecture can be defined without protocol. The sponsor can define the CTS architecture without an approved protocol because CTS architecture, as shown in Figure 2, only describes how data will be collected rather than what to collect and how to analyze them.

**CTSPI2.** Data collection portion can be online without exportation module. Data collection portion can be activated without the exportation module because the exportation module is functionally independent from the rest of the CTS. Engineers need to complete data collection module for subject enrollment, but not the exportation part which will be needed only when sufficient data have been collected, which may take months or even years.

**CTSPI3.** There are unique factors to measure the level of success for CTS development. For example, according to CTSPI, it is highly possible that subjects are ready for enrollment before CTS is available. In such cases, one can either reject the subject or use the paper-based CRF first as an alternative and then transfer the data to the CTS later when it is ready. If a CTS is delivered on time, then the number of subjects whose data are collected by an alternative method should be zero. Such numbers can be used as a measure of the successfulness of CTS development, but it is beyond the scope of this research.

2.3. **Tools for Developing CTS.** CTS can be developed by generic software development tools or CTS-specific tools, for example, Oracle Clinical [37]. The former includes tools which are not specifically created for CTS development; the later represents the opposite general purpose development tools, for example, Java or .Net [38, 39]. Differences between these two approaches are summarized in Table I.

The purchasing fee for general development tools is relatively lower than the cost of a specific tool. The cost for hiring engineers or project managers familiar with a specific tool like Oracle Clinical is high since such people do have specific knowledge. In Figure 1, the user is allowed to draw on the picture at the lower right side, but for tools that do not support this kind of feature, adding this feature can cost a lot. In addition, Figure 1 shows a CTS form exactly the same as the paper-based CRF and end users with experience on paper-based CRF can easily learn how to use the CTS. On the contrary, for example, if the CTS is built by Oracle Remote Data Capture [37], then the end users must learn its user interface, which is different from what they were familiar with (paper-based CRF). If a sponsor already bought a software package, for example, a specific database management system, then it can be reused easily through generic tools, but not necessarily so for specific tools that may require modules from specific software vendor.

In general, developing a CTS with generic tools costs less than with CTS specific tools. Although free software is available, for example, EpiData [40], to generate an interface for data capturing, the stability, extensibility, and overall supports of such free software are relatively low, which not only raises the costs for adding features but also increases the risk of failure. End user of the CTS, nurses to input data or consultant to collect data on site, may need to spend more time to understand not only the CTS but other related systems of the specific tools. In practice, organizations, for example, pharmaceutical companies, host a large amount of CTS development with many experienced engineers, and project managers may prefer CTS-specific tools. Institutes with limited resources or individual researchers may prefer to use the relatively inexpensive generic tools. In the latter case, the process can be improved significantly by having an SDM built specifically for CTS development.

2.4. **Reviews of Current Software Development Methodologies.** This subsection reviews core concepts of the current SDMs in plan-driven methods, risk-driven methods, and agile methods as illustrated in Figure 3. Explanations of why these SDMs are not appropriate for CTS development will also be provided.

2.4.1. **Plan-Driven and Risk-Driven Methods.** Plan-driven methods include traditional SDMs like the waterfall model, the incremental model, prototyping paradigm, and RUP. All these SDMs define specific “phases”. For example, the classic waterfall model contains five ordered linear phases: requirement, analysis, design, constructions, and operations [24]. The RUP contains four phases: inception, elaboration, construction, and transition. Documents and specifications will be generated at the end of each phase by engineers and customers [26]. However, all plan-driven SDMs require early finalization of system requirement, which clearly violates CTS3. Delays in any of the early phases will compromise the development time and make CTSPI even worse. Prototyping paradigm requires regular meeting between the developers and customers to clarify software requirement and system modules. But in CTS development, there is no need to clarify requirement since the CTS requirement is the FDA/hospital IRB approved protocol (CTSP2) which is developed and clarified by doctors and government agency without software.
Table 1: Comparison of CTS development by generic and specific tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Specific tools</th>
<th>Generic tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs for acquiring tools</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs for qualified engineers</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs for adding special features</td>
<td>High if not supported</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End user learning curve</td>
<td>Relatively high</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can CTS utilize software already acquired?</td>
<td>Depends</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any SDM to follow</td>
<td>Depends on vendors</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the project manager required to know tools in depth?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 summarizes the CTS properties that are improper for the plan-, risk-driven, and agile method. In reality, it is almost impossible to follow guidelines and phases of traditional SDMs in CTS development. On the other side, if one adopts agile methods, some of the focal values and principles must be ignored. Then the success of CTS development totally depends on experienced engineers and project managers to ensure the project is on the right track.

Engineers' involvement (CTSP6). Prototyping paradigm also requires constant face-to-face meeting with customers to verify their requirements or needs with a prototype. But with the FDA/hospital IRB approved protocol, there is no need for customers and developers to meet constantly. In addition, in CTS requirement, customers cannot profit from a CTS with only partial function (CTSP8). The RUP finalizes the architecture design at the second phase, while CTSP11 suggests it be done at the first phase. The RUP and other incremental models work well for developing a large-scale system that evolves as the process continues [24], but they may not be appropriate models in CTS development due to CTSP6 and CTSP8–10. Process models derived from the waterfall model, such as the incremental model [41, 42], have similar inherited disadvantages for developing CTSs.

The risk-driven spiral model is an evolutionary model with four regions: determine objectives, evaluate, develop, and plan next phases [24, 28, 43, 44]. Software is developed in a series of evolutionary releases (prototypes) from a successive loop. This model differs from other models mainly in that risk analysis is performed in each of the development cycle. The major risk of CTS development comes from its unique properties, and many of them cannot be resolved by risk analysis, for example, CTSP1. Spiral model inherits the core concept of prototyping paradigm and therefore shares the same disadvantages for CTS development. Process models derived from the spiral model, such as the incremental model [45], exhibit the same problems for developing CTSs.

2.4.2. Agile Methods. Unlike the plan/risk-driven approaches, agile methods give up the concepts of “phases” and focus on the flexibility of the methods. Agile methods represent a group of light-weight methodologies including scrum, extreme programming (XP), adaptive software development, feature-driven development, and agile unified process (the light-weight version of RUP) while the XP is commonly known as the first agile method. In 2001, the Manifesto for Agile Software Development was published to define the approach now known as the agile software development [46]. The focal values of agile methods listed in this document are (1) individuals and interactions over processes and tools, (2) working software over comprehensive documentation, (3) customer collaboration over contract negotiation, and (4) responding to change over following a plan.

It is obvious that some of these focal values may not be proper for CTS development. For instance, for focal value (2), CTSP8 shows that a partially working CTS can hardly provide benefits to the CT. For focal value (3), contracts between the developer and customer may not be necessary if they are in the same organization, for example, a pharmaceutical company. For other cases where the CTS is developed by a software consultant firm (with CTSP1–6), negotiating a contract agreed by both developers and customers is important. For focal values (4), since all CTS development follows the same process, as shown in Figure 4, defining an SDM that matches the process can significantly help to reduce the risk of failure.

Furthermore, some of the 12 principles of agile development are not suitable for CTS development by nature. For instance, the third principle “deliver working software... from a couple of weeks to months...” violates CTSP8. The fourth principle “business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project” goes against CTSP5–6. And the seventh principle “working software is the primary measure of progress” violates CTSP8 and CTSP10. The sixth and eighth principles emphasize frequent colocated face-to-face conversation, but according to CTSP2 and CTSP6–7, neither face-to-face meeting nor colocation is necessary. Agile methods work well for business software development but may not work well for CTS development, since over one-third of the 12 principles of agile development will be unnecessary, difficult, or impossible to carry out. For CTS development to be successful, it requires the project manager, engineers, and the customer to carefully disregard some of the basic agile principles. For project managers and engineers without experience on CTS development, adopting agile methods may increase the risks of the project due to possible complications caused by following all of the agile principles. In some CTS development projects, the project managers, to their rich experience and understanding of clinical trials, actually disregarded some basic agile principles; therefore, it is hardly justifiable to claim that the CTS was developed by agile methods.
Table 2: SDMs and the CTS properties that make the SDM improper for CTS development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDMs</th>
<th>CTS properties that make the SDM improper for CTS development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plan-driven</td>
<td>CTSP1, 3, and 6–11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-driven</td>
<td>(the risks of CTS development are different from risks discussed in risk-driven methods)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile methods</td>
<td>CTSP1–8, 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For CTS initiated by institutes other than large pharmaceutical companies, adopting agile methods may increase risks of the project.

3. Proposed Software Development Methodology

Due to CTSP3–5, engineers may not obtain the CTS specification at an early stage of the project, which is a necessary condition for plan-oriented SDMs. On the other hand, agile methods focus on prototypes, rapid values, and constant meetings, and so forth, disregarding that engineers can take advantage of the fact that every CTS development shares the same patterns and properties. To design an SDM that fully covers the CTS properties and takes advantage of both plan-oriented and agile methods, one needs to carefully review the protocol evolution. Hence, the new SDM for CTS development naturally resides in the middle of the spectrum as shown in Figure 3, balancing the two end points of opposite views [47, 48]. Figure 5 shows the state transition diagram of the protocol evolution at hospital and sponsor site in UML. The state transition is relatively simple on the hospital side with only three states compared to those on the sponsor side. It is because the sponsor is responsible for protocol development. The three versions of protocol are shown in the comment blocks between state transitions on the sponsor side.

To handle the unique patterns and properties of CTS development, a new SDM is proposed, as shown in Figure 6, with four phases: architecture design, system analysis and design, construction, and exportation. Activities in all phases are iterative and incremental in nature. The phases are linked with intermediate objects like documents and software. Phases will be executed one after another, but, different from the traditional plan-driven SDM, the last three phases are triggered based on receiving messages. Objects not related to other phases are placed inside the shaded blocks.

3.1. Architecture Design Phase. The first phase, the architecture design phase, starts when the initial activities (as in Figure 4) obtain positive results and the sponsor decides to proceed. Major work products of this phase include architecture description, standard operating procedure (SOP), auditing plan, prototypes (for architecture demonstration), risk assessment, and project plan. Risk assessment, prototypes, and project plan (resources and personnel allocation plans) are also required at the first phase in other SDMs while the rest are unique to the proposed model.

Different from most current SDMs, the sponsor and engineers can design the system architecture, for example, Figure 2, without detailed specifications (protocol). In practice, once the overall system architecture is defined, changes are highly unlikely.

CTSs with different architectures may have totally different software components. For instance, if trial data can be retrieved from hospitals’ eHR, then the CTS can be designed without an interface for manual data input. If data must be manually entered, a standard 2-tier database system should suffice for a CTS without complex semantic checks. Otherwise, a 3-tier system is more appropriate for hosting those checks. Along with the architecture description, the sponsor and engineers are able to finalize risk assessment, prototypes, and project plan.

The SOP of how to collect data is defined based on the finalized CTS architecture in this phase. Two documents, architecture description and SOP, are prerequisites for the next phase and must be completed beforehand. Since the CTS architecture demands stability, iterations of activities of this phase should be limited to the minimum.

3.2. System Analysis and Design Phase. The second phase focuses on system analysis and design. Major work products include the analysis model, system and database design model, test plan, test cases, and alternative plan. This phase starts when the initial protocol is complete. The major activities in this phase are system analysis and design. Once the system design is complete, the work product system and database design model will be created. Based on this design model, engineers now have a clear picture of how many software components and database objects a CTS will include.

For cases in which the protocol is approved by the FDA and the participating hospitals before CTS is completed, the sponsor and engineers have two choices: (1) reject qualified subjects before CTS is completed or (2) allow subjects’ registration and prepare an alternative plan to collect data before CTS is ready. The most popular alternative plan is to use traditional paper-based CRF to collect data. Alternative planning requires the latest amended protocol and the SOP. For cases in which the initial protocol is amended, engineers should decide whether a system architecture change is required. If this is the case, the entire development process should start all over again because changing CTS architecture, for example, from Figures 2(a) to 2(c), requires developing totally different software components. For cases where changes are required only in the data fields or adding forms, engineers can go through activities defined in this phase to update the system and database design model. For cases in which the protocol is not updated (only explanations are needed), the activity flow will simply end because software specification is unchanged.

For the analysis/design paradigm, either a function-oriented or an object-oriented approach can be adopted since both approaches are well established in the field of software engineering [49]. The database design, schema design, and normalization can be achieved by following the guidelines recommended in the database system [50].
3.3. Construction Phase. The third phase, the construction phase, focuses on developing a functional CTS data collection subsystem. Major work products are the software components, integrated CTS data collection subsystem, user manual, and deployment procedure. This phase starts after the IDE application is filed, which means the protocol has received at least one hospital approval. Based on the work products defined in the previous phases, engineers create backend database objects, design (in low level) and develop software components, integrate them into a functional subsystem, and meanwhile perform the unit/system test based on the test plans/cases.

To implement a single eCRF, as shown in Figure 1, engineers need to go through a series of activities, called construction cycle, including component level analysis, component construction/testing, CTS integration, and integration test. Ideally each construction cycle is independent from others if the eCRF does not contain any complicated rules associated with other forms. For CTS adopting architecture shown in Figure 2(a), a component can be considered a module used to retrieve data fields for a single CRF from hospital eHR. In either case, construction cycles can be executed in parallel.

During implementation, engineers may receive conditional approval message “Data spec. changed” from FDA or IRB. In such cases, all activities must be interrupted (dashed rounded box in Figure 6). Amended protocol may “require architecture change” or “require system change”. In both cases, messages will be sent and the activity flow will go back to previous phases as described in the previous subsection. Engineers may continue the construction cycles with no effects on a certain protocol amendment. Such design makes the proposed SDM maintain flexibility to handle specification changes (CTSP3-4).

If FDA approves the IDE after all construction cycles are completed, then the subject enrollment may begin with the integrated CTS data collection subsystem without any delay. Otherwise, the CTS alternative plan is invoked. The most important supporting documents are deployment procedure and user manual. Both of them will be updated in every construction cycle based on the integrated CTS data collection subsystem.
3.4. Exportation Phase. The last phase is the exportation phase because the CTS requires exporting data for statistical analysis. The development of data exportation subsystem needs not to be executed in the previous phase based on CTSP1 and CTSP12. Major work products are the software components, integrated CTS, user manual, code-mapping descriptions, and deployment procedure. This phase starts when the IDE is approved and subject enrollment is ready to begin. The first two activities, “deploy the CTS data collection subsystem” and “analysis of CTS data exportation subsystem”, can be executed in parallel.

The construction cycle is similar between the third and fourth phases, but the fourth phase focuses on data exportation components. The construction cycle in both phases can be implemented in parallel if no complicated dependent rules exist. In the fourth phase, engineers work with statisticians on data exporting specifications and develop, test, and integrate software components into CTS. All supporting documents are supposed to be created at this time such as the user manual for data exportation and code-mapping descriptions for every exported data file. To generate quality analysis results, most CTSs use professional statistical software. It is also possible that sponsors wishes to use statistical features provided by commercial database management systems rather than statistical software; then “data exportation components” represent “interfaces” of database management systems for statisticians (e.g., views of database tables).

3.5. Features of the Proposed SDM. There are two backward flows in the proposed SDM from the construction phase to the first and second phases in order to preserve the flexibilities. The development is parallel since the CTS construction is based on components. Components which are not affected by a certain amendment can stay in the third phase. This approach enables the proposed SDM to have the advantage of incremental model with agile flexibilities. As illustrated in Figure 4, there are many activity loops, for example, getting approval from a hospital IRB or to get the IDE approved from the FDA. In the meanwhile, the development team must halt and wait for the activities to finish. During that “waiting time”, based on other SDMS, the development team can do nothing...
but wait. The proposed SDM carefully places activities in that “Waiting time” as illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.

In summary, the proposed SDM covers all thirteen CTS properties with the following features: (1) architecture design is performed at the first phase, CTSP1; (2) the development of CTS is split into two well-defined subsystems, CTSP1; (3) all phases are designed to be iterative and incremental, CTSP2–5; (4) engineers do not need to be involved in protocol development or colocated with sponsors, CTSP6–7; (5) there are two concrete milestones at the end of third and fourth phases (delivery of data collection subsystem and delivery of integrated CTS), CTSP8–10; (6) the limited time for development is optimally utilized, CTSP1; (7) experiments for engineers and PMs are not necessary conditions.

4. Case Study and Discussions

4.1. Case Study. The proposed SDM has been applied on three CTS developments and one of them (for the Phase-I study of a new silicon human dermis developed in Taiwan) is discussed in this section to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness. The government regulations for CTS in Taiwan are very similar to those in the USA with a similar pathway as shown in Figure 4 except that the Taiwanese government is not obligated to answer either IDE or PMA application within a certain period of time.

The study initially involved four participating hospitals without a common eHR; therefore, a 2-tier architecture similar to Figure 2(c) was adopted as the CTS architecture and one of the four sites was designated as the data center. A previously developed CTS was used as the demonstration prototype. The activities of the first phase were smoothly completed before the initial protocol was completed. These activities were executed only once, since the finalized architecture was never changed throughout the entire project. The object-oriented approach was used for system analysis and design in this study. The engineers finished all activities in the second phase before receiving the approval from the first hospitals’ IRB. The construction phase is iterated three times due to protocol updates. In order to implement the CTS more efficiently, components without complicated constraints like “Screening Summary”, “Death Report Form”, and “Physician’s Comments” were built first. Two new forms and several data fields were added later in response to government/IRB requests. The final CTS involves twelve visits from each subject with several dozens of constraints adopted and over one hundred forms. Figure 1 shows one of the forms. Since the data specification becomes stable after three conditional approvals (from three iterations), the engineers were told to proceed to the last phase to develop the data exportation subsystem. The whole CTS development was completed when the IDE was approved, and the CTS alternative plan was naturally not used in this case. In the end, the new proposed SDM was successfully applied to develop and deliver a large scale CTS with high quality on time, within budget, and without using any additional resources.

4.2. Discussions. For comparison of cost, all three CTS developments adopting the proposed SDM are considered against the previous two CTS developments. The development cost was measured by accumulating all costs (for project manager, system designer, software developers, database developers, testers) divided by the number of eCRF. The average cost per form (as shown in Figure 1) was reduced over fifty percent. The later three CTS developments (with the proposed SDM) are more complex than the previous two with more forms and visits per subjects, and yet the number of meetings between sponsor and software consultant firm was reduced to one-third. Both previous CTS development failed to deliver on time. Data from some subjects were recorded on paper-based CRF without using the CTS at all. From these subjects’ point of view, the CTS development totally failed.

One of the many advantages of this new SDM is that phases and work flows can be followed easily so that PMs can coordinate the CTS development effectively and efficiently. It is therefore not necessary to have members from the sponsor side to assume the role of PM; engineers or primary investigators can also be the PM, too. On the contrary, the CTS experiences of PM may become a major roadblock in a conventional SDM. As aforementioned, the risk of CTS development is high if it adopts agile methods and is supervised by an inexperienced PM. Similarly, the CTS experiences of engineers can reduce the risk of failure, but it is no longer a necessary condition because the activities are well defined and, as addressed earlier, the major risks of CTS development come from its unique properties rather than the experiences of its developers.

The results of the case study show that the proposed SDM outperforms conventional SDMs in many ways. First, the proposed SDM has the advantages of both the plan-oriented methods and agile methods. On one side, activities and phases in the proposed SDM are well planned, defined, and easily followed as in plan-oriented methods. On the other side, the proposed SDM maintains the flexibility to respond to specification changes as in a typical agile method. Second, the proposed SDM specifically discards the guidelines/principles suggested by both plan-oriented methods and agile methods which are unrelated to or violate CTS properties. Third, time is used as efficiently as possible in the new SDM to reduce the number of subjects needed to use the CTS alternative plan. Fourth, the flexibility of adopting a specific SDM for individual construction cycle is maintained. Engineers are allowed to adopt a familiar SDM, for example, the waterfall model, for a particular construction cycle for data collection and exportation to develop individual software components. Finally, the flexibility of a CT with multiple CTSs in different architecture is preserved. It is not necessary to have a CTS for all sites in the proposed SDM. Each CTS with different architecture can be implemented independently as long as the data exported to statistical software are considered acceptable by statisticians.

Based on the experiences of developing CTS with the proposed SDM, a few guidelines are proposed to reduce the risk of project failure. First, engineers should work closely with both the sponsors and the statisticians. Before the third phase is initialized, engineers must have a clear idea of what data will be collected and what data format will be used. At the exportation phase, engineers should provide data
files in the formats the statisticians demand. For example, data in the same form with different visits can be exported differently (into one file or file per visit). Next, it is important to make sure that the engineers follow the proposed SDM and understand the unique properties of CTS beforehand. The sponsor cannot assume that the engineers who may have never participated in CTS development are familiar with the pathways as illustrated in Figure 4.

Handling late updates is always a challenge: that is, protocol changes after CTS is online. It may be rare but can happen. If the missing data are available in hospital records, the currently online CTS can still be used to enroll subjects. In the meantime, engineers should restart the activities in the second phase to retrieve necessary data. If the amended protocol requires data that are unavailable in hospital records, the data collected from enrolled subjects should be discarded and a new CTS development should start all over again.

5. Conclusion
Over half a century ago, software engineers recognized the importance of SDM and proposed several primitive and pioneering models like the code-and-fix and stage-wise model [51]. Since then, many SDMs were introduced, and the chance of successfully delivering quality software has been greatly improved by adopting a proper SDM. In this paper, the properties and patterns of developing a CTS are carefully examined. Based on these properties and patterns, a new SDM is proposed specifically for developing a CTS. The proposed SDM is verified in a large-scale real-world case. Results show that the advantages of plan/risk-driven and agile methods for CTS development are preserved by this new SDM. With the proposed SDM, project managers’ and engineers’ experience with CTS development is no longer a necessary condition. This SDM increases the successful rate of delivering quality software on time within budget and reduces the risk of the project. Moreover, it benefits both parties of software development because the sponsor/project managers can gain more control of software development and the developers can focus on software engineering. With a high quality software, data collection, management, and analysis can be more efficient, accurate, and less expensive. Consequently, the overall quality of a clinical trial can be significantly improved.

As for future works, more case studies of CTS developments can be performed with the proposed SDM. Research teams with resources can apply the proposed SDM with an existing SDM on a same CTS development at the same time as the experiment group and control group, respectively, to compare the results.
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